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cooperation with Norway and Nordic countries. This study examines Norway's place in the strategic policies of the Eisenhower administration. It is concerned, above all, with the operational level of American policy as expressed through the activities and war plans of government agencies and armed services. It sheds new light on US intelligence activities and cooperation with Norway and Nordic countries (including the U-2 incident); the evolution of US forward maritime strategy in the Atlantic; and on planning for strategic air operations in the event of war.

The United States, Norway and the Cold War, 1954-60 - Mats R Berdal - 2016-07-27
This study examines Norway's place in the strategic policies of the Eisenhower administration. It is concerned, above all, with the operational level of American policy as expressed through the activities and war plans of government agencies and armed services. It sheds new light on US intelligence activities and

including the U-2 incident; the evolution of US forward maritime strategy in the Atlantic; and on planning for strategic air operations in the event of war.

NATO (Not for Individual Sale) - G. Schmidt - 2019-06-12
NATO - The First 50 Years offers the first comprehensive study of the institution's activities and development over the past five decades. Written by a team of international scholars, it analyses the factors which have made NATO the most successful politico-military alliance in history. It also addresses the perennial problems of transatlantic relationships, the problems that the Alliance grapples with today. A wide-ranging and masterful survey, NATO-The First 50 Years will be a useful reference work for researchers as well as an accessible guide for students.
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future stakeholders, including China and India. comprehensive study of the institution's activities and development over the past five decades. Written by a team of international scholars, it analyses the factors which have made NATO the most successful politico-military alliance in history. It also addresses the perennial problems of transatlantic relationships, the problems that the Alliance grapples with today. A wide-ranging and masterful survey, NATO-The First 50 Years will be a useful reference work for researchers as well as an accessible guide for students.

**Handbook on Geopolitics and Security in the Arctic** - Joachim Weber - 2020-06-25
Against the backdrop of climate change and tectonic political shifts in world politics, this handbook provides an overview of the most crucial geopolitical and security related issues in the Arctic. It discusses established shareholder's policies in the Arctic – those of Russia, Canada, the USA, Denmark, and Norway – as well as the politics and interests of other significant or

Furthermore, it explains the economic situation and the legal framework that governs the Arctic, and the claims that Arctic states have made in order to expand their territories and exclusive economic zones. While illustrating the collaborative approach, represented by institutions such as the Arctic council, which has often been described as an exceptional institution in this region, the contributing authors examine potential resource and power conflicts between Arctic nations, due to competing interests. The authors also address topics such as changing alliances between Arctic nations, new sea lines of communication, technological shifts, and eventually the return to power politics in the area. Written by experts on international security studies and the Arctic, as well as practitioners from government institutions and international organizations, the book provides an invaluable source of information for anyone interested in geopolitical...
conflicts between Arctic nations, due to
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Against the backdrop of climate change and tectonic political shifts in world politics, this handbook provides an overview of the most crucial geopolitical and security related issues in the Arctic. It discusses established shareholder's policies in the Arctic – those of Russia, Canada, the USA, Denmark, and Norway – as well as the politics and interests of other significant or future stakeholders, including China and India. Furthermore, it explains the economic situation and the legal framework that governs the Arctic, and the claims that Arctic states have made in order to expand their territories and exclusive economic zones. While illustrating the collaborative approach, represented by institutions such as the Arctic council, which has often been described as an exceptional institution in this region, the contributing authors examine potential resource and power conflicts between Arctic nations, due to competing interests. The authors also address topics such as changing alliances between Arctic nations, new sea lines of communication, technological shifts, and eventually the return to power politics in the area. Written by experts on international security studies and the Arctic, as well as practitioners from government institutions and international organizations, the book provides an invaluable source of information for anyone interested in geopolitical shifts and security issues in the High North.

**Management Education and Competitiveness** - Rolv Petter Amdam - 1996
This title draws on contributions from nine Western scholars and forms one of the widest comparisons of national management techniques. It questions the growing role of management schools and how to improve links with business.

**Management Education and Competitiveness** - Rolv Petter Amdam - 1996
The author looks at the relationship between the Western scholars and forms one of the widest comparisons of national management techniques. It questions the growing role of management schools and how to improve links with business.

**The United States and the Cold War in the High North** - Rolf Tamnes - 1991
The author looks at the relationship between the United States and Norway from the Second World War through to the 1980s in a book that is solidly based on research in American, British and Norwegian archives, as well as interviews with many policymakers. In particular, Tamnes pays attention to Norway's somewhat ambivalent position of encouraging on the one hand an American commitment to the country's defence, while on the other maintaining a policy of allowing no foreign military bases or nuclear weapons on Norwegian soil.

**The Origins of the Cold War in Europe** - David Reynolds - 1994-01-01
Although the Cold War is over, the writing of its history has only just begun. This book presents an analysis of the origins of the Cold War in the decade after the Second World War, discussing the development of the United States and the Soviet Union as superpowers and the reactions of the Western European states to the growing Soviet-American rivalry. Drawing on recently
show the impact of superpower policies on each country but also reveal the many ways in which West European states were active participants in Cold War politics, trying to draw the Americans into Europe and shaping the blocs that emerged. The book sheds light on the European Community (in many ways a response to uneasiness about Germany) and on NATO, whose purpose was once described as keeping "the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down."
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Although the Cold War is over, the writing of its history has only just begun. This book presents an analysis of the origins of the Cold War in the decade after the Second World War, discussing the development of the United States and the Soviet Union as superpowers and the reactions of the Western European states to the growing Soviet-American rivalry. Drawing on recently

The authors not only well as on existing research largely unavailable in English, distinguished authorities from each of the countries discussed provide new insight into the Cold War and into the Europe that has been molded by it. The book begins with an overview of United States Cold War policy after the war and a pioneering post-communist examination of Russian involvement. The next chapters focus on the other two members of the wartime alliance, Britain and France, for which the Cold War was interwoven with concerns such as the maintenance of empire and the continued fear of Germany. The book then examines the vanquished countries of World War II, Italy and Germany, who--particularly in the case of divided Germany--were struggling to recover their international status and come to terms with their past. The last part of the book considers how the small states--Benelux and Scandinavia--forged new groupings in the search for security, even though conflicts of national interest still
show the impact of superpower policies on each country but also reveal the many ways in which West European states were active participants in Cold War politics, trying to draw the Americans into Europe and shaping the blocs that emerged. The book sheds light on the European Community (in many ways a response to uneasiness about Germany) and on NATO, whose purpose was once described as keeping "the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down."

**The Nordic Nexus** - Bruce Olav Solheim - 1994
Solheim examines Nordic relations with the superpowers.
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Solheim examines Nordic relations with the superpowers.

**The Svalbard Treaty** - Geir Ulfstein - 1995
Norway was granted sovereignty over Svalbard...
Making a Historical Culture - William H. Hubbard - 1995

The Svalbard Treaty - Geir Ulfstein - 1995
Norway was granted sovereignty over Svalbard by the 1920 Svalbard Treaty. This book examines the Treaty, emphasizing four aspects: the character of Norwegian sovereignty; the scope and nature of the requirement of non-discrimination; the prohibition of military use of the archipelago; and the application of the Treaty and the Mining Code in the maritime areas around Svalbard.

Drawn from a 20th century time frame, these readings about management education cover a complexity of subjects. The key event, American managerial capitalism's rise to global hegemony, occurred at mid-century; it focused the world's attention on American management education. That story is told in numerous articles - about the revolution in business education within the USA, about the propagation of American managerial knowhow and its reception abroad. But the readings also cover alternate forms of management education, rooted in quite different capitalist systems of enterprise governance, with emphasis especially on a German tradition that rivaled the American before 1940 and a Japanese that emerged internationally in the 1980s. These readings relate not only how the alternative traditions in management education retained
readings relate not only how the alternative mid-century predominant American views about management education are being challenged as the century ends in America itself.

Drawn from a 20th century time frame, these readings about management education cover a complexity of subjects. The key event, American managerial capitalism's rise to global hegemony, occurred at mid-century; it focused the world's attention on American management education. That story is told in numerous articles - about the revolution in business education within the USA, about the propagation of American managerial knowhow and its reception abroad. But the readings also cover alternate forms of management education, rooted in quite different capitalist systems of enterprise governance, with emphasis especially on a German tradition that rivaled the American before 1940 and a Japanese that emerged internationally in the 1980s. These traditions in management education retained their vigor throughout the century but how those mid-century predominant American views about management education are being challenged as the century ends in America itself.

Norway, European Integration and Atlantic Security - Clive Archer - 1998-08-24
This book explains the paradox of the close involvement of Norway with the Atlantic Alliance and its distance from mainstream European integration. The study raises important questions about European integration in general.
Nationale Außen- und Bündnispolitik der NATO-Mitgliedstaaten - Norbert Wiggershaus - 2011-12-05
Der Sammelband vereint Beiträge von renommierten Historikern aus den NATO-Mitgliedstaaten, in denen sie jeweils für ihr Land kompetent und quellennah beschreiben, welche nationalen Interessen für den Beitritt zur Nordatlantischen Allianz relevant waren und was sich die Führung ihres Landes vom Beitritt und von der Mitarbeit in der NATO versprach. Betont wird aber auch das durchgängige, letztlich entscheidende Interesse an der Wahrung der Solidarität innerhalb der NATO, weil von dieser Allianz der Bestand der Einzelstaaten abhing.

Transnationale historier - Sissel Bjerrum Fossat - 2009
16 danske historikeres bidrag til transnationale historier, der behandler så forskellige emner som national identitet, flyvning, velfærdspolitik og grænseegne.
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Om Nordenbilden i dansk politisk debatt under efterkrigstiden.
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Om Nordenbilden i dansk politisk debatt under efterkrigstiden.
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Gjennom sitt grundige forskningsarbeid kan han gi svaret på hvor mange og hvilke likvidasjoner som kan bekreftes.
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**Norge på egen hånd 1905-1920 - Roald Berg - 1995**

ISBN 82-05-24493-6 Kjell Fjørtoft har nok en gang skrevet en bok som vil vekke debatt. Tema denne gangen er Landssvikoppgjøret, mye av stoffet er hentet fra tidligere upubliserte kilder. Det er en rystende side av norsk rettshistorie som her blir skildret. Fjørtoft hevder at mange av de som ble dømt som landssvikere, stod til rette for en domsstol som ofte anså graden av forbrytelsen og straffeskyldighet som underordnet. I praksis ble de dømt på grunn av sin politiske oppfatning. I alt ble 37 000 saker henlagt på grunn av bevisets stilling. Forhåndsomtale.

**Oppgjøret som ikke tok slutt - Kjell Fjørtoft - 1997**

ISBN 82-05-24493-6 Kjell Fjørtoft har nok en gang skrevet en bok som vil vekke debatt. Tema denne gangen er Landssvikoppgjøret, mye av stoffet er hentet fra tidligere upubliserte kilder. Det er en rystende side av norsk rettshistorie som her blir skildret. Fjørtoft hevder at mange av de som ble dømt som landssvikere, stod til rette
En hovedtendens er at europeiseringen har ført forbrytelsen og straffeskyldighet som underordnet. I praksis ble de dømt på grunn av sin politiske oppfatning. I alt ble 37 000 saker henlagt på grunn av bevisets stilling. Forhåndsoms tale.

Страх и ожидания - Владислав Иванович Голдин - 1997

Страх и ожидания - Владислав Иванович Голдин - 1997

Europa i Norden - - 1998

En hovedtendens er at europeiseringen har ført til omfattende endringer av det nordiske samarbeidet, både når det gjelder innhold, omfang og betydning. Boken retter seg mot politiske interesserte ogstudenter og forskere som er opptatt av europeisk integrasjon. Med referanser.
Robert Bohn analyserer de deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Norwegen von 1940 bis 1945 erstmals auf der Basis aller verfügbaren Akten. Im Mittelpunkt stehen die Machtstruktur in der Behörde des Reichskommissars Terboven und deren Auseinandersetzung mit den norwegischen und deutschen zivilen und militärischen Stellen sowie die politischen und wirtschaftlichen Neuordnungsbestrebungen. Ferner analysiert Bohn die wehrwirtschaftlichen Vorhaben der Wehrmacht und die Kollaboration der norwegischen Wirtschaft.

**Maktens ansikt** - Alf Ole Ask - 1991

**Maktens ansikt** - Alf Ole Ask - 1991


Robert Bohn analysiert die deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Norwegen von 1940 bis 1945 erstmals auf der Basis aller verfügbaren Akten. Im Mittelpunkt stehen die Machtstruktur in der Behörde des Reichskommissars Terboven und deren Auseinandersetzung mit den norwegischen und deutschen zivilen und militärischen Stellen sowie die politischen und wirtschaftlichen Neuordnungsbestrebungen. Ferner analysiert Bohn die wehrwirtschaftlichen Vorhaben der Wehrmacht und die Kollaboration der norwegischen Wirtschaft.
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**Новая и новейшая история** - - 1997
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**Det tyske problem** - Anders Jølstad - 1995
The ascendency of executive power in the presence of weak parliamentary and societal control has given rise to a need for deliberative forms of diplomacy in international relations. As Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden regularly include members of parliament, party representatives, and representatives of civil society in their delegations to the General Assembly of the United Nations, does this imply that a Nordic model exists? This book reviews the practice of these countries and finds that the role of societal representatives has diminished from participating members of delegations to mere observers. The Nordic examples illuminate the difficulties of achieving international governance through the practice of deliberative democracy.
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